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Abstract. We (the machine learning team at Jampp) strive to predict
click-through rates (CTR) and conversion rates (CVR) for the real-time
bidding (RTB) online advertising market by means of an in-house online
machine learning platform based on a state-of-the-art stochastic gradient
descent estimator. Our estimation framework has already been covered
in a previous paper, so here we want to focus on some peripheral aspects
of our platform that, in spite of being of a somewhat ancillary nature,
nevertheless tend to dominate development eﬀorts and overall system
complexity; namely, in order to feed the learning system we ﬁrst need to
sample a very high-volume stream of out-of-order and scattered-in-time
events and consolidate them into a sequence of observations representing
the underlying market transactions, each observation composed of a set
of features and a response, from which the estimator is ultimately able
to learn. This paper is written in a down-to-earth fashion: we describe
a number of particular diﬃculties the general problem of sampling in
an online high-volume setting poses and then we present our concrete
answers to those diﬃculties based on real, hands-on, experience.
Introduction
Jampp is a demand-side platform (DSP) that allows companies to promote their
mobile applications by leveraging real-time bidding (RTB) technologies in order
to buy digital advertising from multiple inventory sources and exchanges. During
an RTB transaction, an auction is announced and any interested bidder has to
answer with a bid price within a time constraint of about 100 milliseconds. The
bidder that wins the auction pays the second-highest price and obtains the right
to display an ad (the act of displaying the ad or banner is called an impression)
on a publisher site. If the banner is clicked by the user further goal events might
be tracked, v.g. the application may be installed or opened. Obtaining a goal
is called a conversion; our main goal is that the user installs, so the typical
conversion rate we care about is the probability that the user installs given that
we got the impression.
More generally, as the machine learning team in a DSP we attempt to es-
timate the probability of occurrence of some kind of response event (click,
install, . . . ) conditional to information codiﬁed as a set of features extracted
from earlier events (auction, bid, impression) belonging to the same mar-
ket transaction. For example, given that a transaction got an impression, we
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want to build an observation including rich information taken mainly from the
auction event of that transaction and having a 0–1 response showing whether
the install event occurred or not; this observation will then be fed to the
learning system1. Simply put, an RTB transaction can be seen as a timeline
along which some preﬁx of the following sequence of events takes place in or-
der: auction, bid, impression, click, install, . . . . For each kind of response
event, we want to be able to sample and build an observation (a set of features
plus a binary response) representing a market transaction, in order to feed the
learning system. From (i) our estimate of the probability of occurrence of some
goal event, (ii) the value of this goal event to our customer, and (iii) a desired
expected proﬁt margin, our bidding system is then able to compute a bid price.
Unfortunately, what we actually see is a raw, high-volume, stream of scat-
tered and disordered market events coming from disparate sources (hundreds of
bidding processes, a number of tracking platforms, internal enrichment subsys-
tems, etc.). Even at this early stage of the exposition a number of diﬃculties are
already evident:
1. How do we connect our sampler to such heterogeneous sources of events?
2. How do we consolidate diﬀerent events arriving at diﬀerent moments in time
into what is, conceptually, the same market transaction?
3. Given the sheer amount of streamed market events:
(a) How do we random sample a fraction of the total market transactions,
in case we were not able to process the total amount?
(b) How do we shard our samplers in order to distribute the load among
some convenient partition of the total market transactions?
(c) How do we avoid relatively rare but informative events (click, install,
. . . ) from starving, while a ﬂood of high frequency but less informative
events (auction, bid, impression, . . . ) monopolizes sampler resources?
In what follows we will be addressing these questions, ﬁrst from the perspec-
tive of organizing and consuming the raw event stream, then from the perspective
of waiting for the sequence of events belonging to the same market transaction.
Please keep in mind that both aspects of the problem are closely related, so the
distinction is not as clear-cut as we would like for exposition purposes.
Streaming events
An important part of our answers to the above questions relates to the speciﬁc
use we make of the ZeroMQ (zmq[6]) distributed messaging library, in particular
1 In our case, this learning system is implemented as a Stochastic gradient descent
(SGD[2]) optimizer which continuously updates a massive logistic model running-
estimate. Our SGD estimator leverages state-of-the-art techniques like Adaptive
learning rates (Adagrad[3]) and Elastic net regularization, implemented within the
Follow the proximally regularized leader (FTRL-P[7]) framework. We have already
focused on the structure of the RTB market and the details of our estimation frame-
work in a previous work[1].
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of its publisher-subscriber (pubsub[5]) pattern implementation. For starters, zmq
pubsub allows many subscribers to listen to a set of preﬁxes of topics with which
a publisher “tags” the messages it posts. Each publisher and each subscriber has
its own message queue. Topics with preﬁxes that are not being listened by any
subscriber are ﬁltered out at the publisher side, thus sparing precious network
resources. Having said that about zmq pubsub, we are ready to present our
approach:
1. Each sampler subscribes to a number of sources. After discovering these
sources, all the sampler needs to know is that it can subscribe to some set of
desired topics. Which sources publish which topics is completely irrelevant
for the subscriber, since it just sees a uniﬁed stream of messages tagged with
topics for preﬁxes it has subscribed to.
2. Messages for events belonging to the same market transaction are tagged
with a transaction identiﬁer topic. The transaction identiﬁer is represented
as a hexadecimal number, so that a subscriber listening to a preﬁx of this
number (say ab) will receive all events in every transaction which identiﬁer
starts with that preﬁx2.
3. (a) The assignment of transaction ids to transactions is done in a random
way. Thus, subscribing to the preﬁx a will have the eﬀect of random
sampling a fraction of about 1/16 of the total market transactions. Sim-
ilarly, subscribing to preﬁxes a and 01 implies a sampling rate of about
1/16 + 1/256. It’s easy to generalize this pattern to implement simple
random sampling with arbitrary sampling rates up to some precision.34
(b) Moreover, the random assignment of transaction ids makes the above
mechanism well suited for sharding: just subscribe each shard to mu-
tually exclusive transaction id preﬁxes. For example, we may have four
shards respectively subscribed to preﬁxes {0, 1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6, 7}, {8, 9, a,
b} and {c, d, e, f}.
(c) Up to this point we have glossed over the fact that our topics also include
an event type identiﬁer besides the transaction id. The full topic format
is <event-type>-<transaction-id>, where <event-type> may be one
of auction, bid, impression, click, install, . . . . Remembering that
each subscriber gets its own message queue, a simple strategy to keep
high-frequency events (auction, bid, impression) from displacing low-
frequency but very informative events (click, install, . . . ), consists of
connecting two diﬀerent subscribers, one subscribed to preﬁxes auction,
bid, impression and the other to preﬁxes click, install, . . . , and then
2 As we have advanced in the introduction there is another aspect to this problem,
namely to determine how and how much to wait for each kind of event. We defer
the detailed treatment of this diachronous aspect until the next section.
3 Moreover, the topic pattern described in answer (3c) allows for the implementation
of stratiﬁed sampling, with event types being the strata.
4 We also point out that zmq implementation of preﬁx matching is based on a trie
that is able to cope with a big number of subscription preﬁxes without imposing
considerable overhead.
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reading from them in a round-robin fashion (for which we take advantage
of zmq fair-queueing inbuilt mechanism).
To sum up, we might say that zmq pubsub protocol implementation provides
us with a building block that (at least partially) addresses several non-trivial
problems in a pretty straightforward way. That’s not to say that it all amounts
to a more or less out-of-the-box usage of the library: since it is very low-level and
bare-bones tool, it still puts considerable burden on the application side. Never-
theless it oﬀers a very general building block that can be ﬂexibly accommodated
to demanding scenarios, as our use-case testiﬁes.
Waiting for events
We return now to question 2 above to address its temporal dimension. Since
the learning system must be fed with observations containing both a set of fea-
tures and a response, the need arises to wait for this response once we have
collected the features. The features are extracted from earlier events (auction,
bid, impression) in the transaction, while the response comes from events ar-
riving hours or even days later (click, install, . . . ). This implies that we have
to establish attribution or waiting windows for the diﬀerent types of response
events; this also implies that we have to keep a buﬀer of ongoing transactions
so that, when a waiting window expires for some event in some transaction, we
may emit an observation with the appropriate response to be consumed by the
learning system. Notice that this buﬀer contains ongoing transactions currently
waiting for one or more kinds of events, and that to each of these event kinds
corresponds a diﬀerent attribution window. Thus, at a given moment and for
any kind of event, we must be able to retrieve from the buﬀer all those trans-
actions for which the attribution window just expired, then construct and emit
the corresponding observation and, ﬁnally, somehow mark the retrieved trans-
actions as “done” for that kind of event (and possibly remove them from the
buﬀer altogether, in case they are not longer waiting for any kind of event). All
this poses a number of diﬃculties that we glossed over in the previous section
but we now address in earnest:
2. (a) The buﬀer may grow to a considerable extent if the attribution windows
are very large. This may seriously rise the computational cost of some
buﬀer operations.
(b) Also, large attribution windows imply large learning latencies, which is
particularly undesirable in an online setting, since we wish to learn as
soon as possible.
(c) Potentially, many concurrent read and write operations will hit the
buﬀer. We want to minimize them and, if possible, make them access
disjoint parts of the buﬀer.
Regarding (2a), remember that we are already sharding based on the pubsub
mechanism along the lines described in the previous section. Now, each shard
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deals with a subset of the total market transactions, so its ongoing transactions
buﬀer only has to store transactions in this subset. In more concrete terms, each
shard stores its buﬀer in a table residing at a database in a (local or remote)
postgresql server; in the local server case we implement these tables on top of
the inheritance-based postgresql table partitioning feature[4].
Another strategy to keep the buﬀer size in check is what we call subsetting.
Most predictions in an RTB setting are conditional to a bid and an impression
having occurred, since there is not much to say otherwise5. Our bid events just
piggyback the auction information, so there is no need to receive and store sepa-
rate auction events: we only care about the relatively small subset of auctions for
which we bid, usually less than one tenth of the number of auctions. Similarly,
since impressions occur very early in the event sequence, we quickly remove from
the buﬀer those transactions for which the impression attribution window has
expired without an impression event having arrived. Thus, after a short wait for
impression events, we only keep the subset of bids that eﬀectively bought an im-
pression, which is usually about one ﬁfth of the number of bids. Analogously, we
decompose the estimate of the probability of occurrence of an install event given
that an impression occurred in: (i) the estimate of the probability of occurrence
of a click given that an impression occurred (CTR = p(click|impression = 1))
and (ii) the estimate of the probability of occurrence of an install given that
a click occurred (CVR = p(install|click = 1)). As CTRs are typically less
than 5% and clicks arrive much earlier than installs, this enables us to discard
impressions without clicks immediately after the click attribution window ex-
pires, keeping only the subset of transactions with clicks for the purpose of CVR
estimation.
Regarding (2b), for events with very large attribution windows we split
the waiting window in two: a short window and a long window. When the
short window expires, we emit an observation for the “short event”, in or-
der to estimate the probability of the event occurring inside the short win-
dow as soon as possible. This short window usually contains about 90% of
event occurrences, because the distribution of event occurrence times is typi-
cally very skewed and long-tailed, and thus the short window is good enough
for most practical concerns. Much later, when the long window expires, we
also emit the “long event”, in order to estimate the probability of occurrence
of the event after the short window has expired but before the long window
expires. As the short and long events are deliberately deﬁned to be disjoint,
both probabilities may be combined by a simple addition. But the bottom
line here is that one of the terms in the addition is much more informative
and much more frequently and quickly updated than the other. Notice that
the separate estimate of CTR and CVR described in the previous paragraph
also gives us a quick estimate of the CTR, without the need to wait for an in-
stall which may arrive days later. Putting everything together, we may compute
the probability of occurrence of an install given that an impression occurred as
5 Further development of an RTB transaction which auction your bidder has not won
is unknown to you.
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p(click|impression=1)·[p(installshort|click=1)+p(installlong|click=1)],
that is CTR · (CVRshort + CVRlong), learning faster and more frequently from
earlier events but still attempting a more precise estimation by means of in-
cluding later events. The price to pay obviously is that more models have to be
estimated and evaluated, but usually this must be done anyway because rele-
vant parameters and hyper-parameters vary across models for the diﬀerent event
rates.
Regarding (2c), we avoid by all means explicitly marking the transactions
in the buﬀer as “waiting for these events” or, alternatively, as “done for those
events”. Instead, we keep a sequence of increasing timestamps w1t < w2t < · · · <
wkt meaning that, at moment t, each transaction in the buﬀer that was created
between wit and wi+1,t (we call this interval phase i)
6, is currently waiting for
events of types {i, i + 1, . . . , k} but is already done waiting for events of types
{1, 2, . . . , i−1}. Periodically, the sequence w1t < w2t < · · · < wkt will be updated
to w1t0 < w2t0 < · · · < wkt0 , with t0 > t, implying that the transactions in the
buﬀer that were created between wit and wit0 are now done waiting for event i, so
the corresponding observation can be emitted for the learning system to consume
(we say that those transactions moved from phase i to phase i + 1). This way,
only the timestamp sequence must be updated, while the buﬀer itself just needs
to implement eﬃcient updating by transaction id (to consolidate incoming events
for the same transactions) and eﬃcient querying by date range. Many storage
systems comply with these requirements and, as we have already mentioned, we
are currently using postgresql with pretty satisfactory results. Notice also that
t0− t deﬁnes a period that we can conveniently conﬁgure in order to process and
emit batches of transactions of length at least t0 − t, so as to avoid ﬂooding the
database server with a multitude of tiny queries. In our experience, this reduces
overhead and largely improves performance.
Conclusions
It is often assumed that the most demanding and daunting task in building a
machine learning system is the implementation of the learning algorithm itself.
But, specially in an online massive-scale learning scenario, some peripheral tasks
—like those of collecting and preprocessing the information so that it can be
readily consumed by the learning algorithm— may pose problems that dominate
development times and overall system complexity.
We would be satisﬁed if this work has conveyed some useful heads-ups and
nudges for practical developers working in this exciting ﬁeld. We also expect to
have shown that sometimes to combine some simple but general building blocks
6 In practice, attribution window lengths show wild dynamic variations because of
ever changing market structure and internal processing lags. So phases shrink and
enlarge, pulling and pushing adjacent phases. We decided to leave this topic out
of this paper because its description would have required a signiﬁcant amount of
space and also because our solution, while not completely uninteresting by itself, is
conﬂated with some speciﬁcs of our platform that are not really of general interest.
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and strategies could be a more eﬀective trade-oﬀ than to immediately resort to
a heap of fashionable tools.
Another ancillary task that is often overlooked by the literature is that of
evaluating models. In a real-time bidding setting, in which prices for a large
decision set of candidate banners must be computed in a few milliseconds based
on event rate predictions, model evaluation cannot be an afterthought. We plan
to cover our approach to model evaluation next year, in a follow-up to this work
that keeps the same hands-on spirit.
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